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Victor Katz has apologized for an editing error that included Len Berggren’s book Episodes in the
Mathematics of Medieval Islam among those ‘‘weak in the field of Islamic mathematics.’’ (See HPM
Newsletter 36 (1995), 1–2.) Therefore, the reference to Berggren in Abstract #22.4.17 should be omitted.
The abstracts editor also apologizes to Berggren for the unintended error.
ADAMSON, ROBERT, AND JEVONS, HARRIET A. (eds.) Pure Logic and Other Minor Works, Bristol:
Thoemmes Antiquarian Books, 1991, xxiii 1 299 pp. A reprinting of the 1890 edition of the book Pure
Logic by W. Stanley Jevons, together with three other papers by Jevons on logic and four on John
Stuart Mill. See the review by James W. Van Evra in Modern Logic 5 (1995), 421–424. (DEZ)
#23.2.1
ALEMA´N, ANASTASIO. El realismo en matema´ticas [Realism in Mathematics], Mathesis (Me´xico) 11
(1995), 37–53. Two arguments of Penelope Maddy regarding her conception of realism in mathematics
are examined and both rejected. The first is that elementary sets are not perceived abstractly, the second
is that mathematics is essential to physics as a science dealing with reality. (VA) #23.2.2
A´LVAREZ JIME´NEZ, CARLOS. See #23.2.30 and #23.2.31.
ANDERSON, I. Cyclic Designs in the 1850s: The Work of the Rev R. R. Anstice, Bulletin of the Institute
of Combinatorics and Its Applications 15 (1995), 41–46. Robert Richard Anstice (1813–1853) was a
clergyman of the Church of England near Tring who, in the last two years of his short life, published
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two remarkable papers which are little known. Their significance was underestimated even by the author
himself. Studying them leads to rewriting part of the early history of combinatorial designs. (JGF)
#23.2.3
ANDERSON, L. D.; BANG-JENSEN, J.; JENSEN, T.; JØRGENSEN, L. K.; SABIDUSSI, G.; THOMASSEN, C.; TOFT,
B.; AND VESTERGAARD, P. D. (eds.) Discrete Mathematics 100 (1992), 329 pp. A special volume
commemorating the centennial of the paper ‘‘Die Theorie der regula¨ren Graphen’’ by Julius Petersen.
The volume deals with Peterson’s life and work as a whole, and examines his famous paper in its
historical context. Papers by M. Christiansen, J. Lu¨tzen, H. M. Mulder, M. D. Plummer, G. Sabidussi,
and B. Toft are abstracted separately. (DEZ) #23.2.4
ANDERSON, L. D.; BANG-JENSEN, J.; JENSEN, T.; JØRGENSEN, L. K.; SABIDUSSI, G.; THOMASSEN, C.; TOFT,
B., AND VESTERGAARD, P. D. (eds.) The Julius Petersen Graph Theory Centennial, Amsterdam/New
York: Elsevier, 1992, 708 pp., hardcover, $228.50/Dfl 400. The book version of a special volume of
Discrete Mathematics devoted to Julius Petersen. It contains all the articles abstracted in #23.2.4 as well
as an annotated edition by Jesper Lu¨tzen of parts of Petersen’s correspondence with Sylow on Galois
theory. (DEZ) #23.2.5
ANELLIS, IRVING. Alonzo Church (1903–1995), Modern Logic 5 (1995), 408–410. Obituary of the
logician Alonzo Church. (DEZ) #23.2.6
ANGLIN, W. S., AND LAMBEK, J. The Heritage of Thales, New York/Berlin/Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag,
1995, 327 pp., hardbound, $39.95. A textbook on the history of mathematics that emphasizes the
philosophical aspects of the subject. The first part presents a chronological development from 1800 B.C.
to A.D. 1800. The second part presents selected topics in the foundations of mathematics from the 19th
and 20th centuries, including a proof of Go¨del’s incompleteness theorem. (DEZ) #23.2.7
ANON. Taller internacional sobre publicaciones cientı´ficas en Ame´rica Latina [International Workshop
on Scientific Publications in Latin America], Mathesis (Me´xico) 10 (1994), 369–374. Report of a workshop
held in Guadalajara, Mexico, on the nature, objectives, and status of existing publications, the quality
of scientific publications, technical production processes, and the use of new technologies, including
their funding, advertising, and distribution. (VA) #23.2.8
ANON. UCLA Philosopher, Mathematician Alonzo Church Dead at 92, History of Logic Newsletter
19 (Sept.–Oct. 1995), 1–2. Obituary of the logician Alonzo Church. (DEZ) #23.2.9
APARICIO BERNARDO, EMILIANO. See #23.2.124.
APARICIO CORTE´S, ELENA. See #23.2.124.
ARBOLEDA, LUIS C., AND RECALDE, LUIS C. Formacio´n y manejo operatorio de conceptos matema´ticos:
La historia y la epistemologı´a del infinito [Formation and Operative Use of Mathematical Concepts:
The History and Epistemology of Infinity], Matema´ticas, Ensen˜anza Universitaria 4 (1995), 151–171. A
historical and epistemological review of mathematical infinity that notes that some facts are better
understood if infinity is first approached from philosophy and then tamed through axiomatization,
beginning with Georg Cantor’s work. (VA) #23.2.10
ARCAVI, ABRAHAM. See #23.2.23 and #23.2.24.
ASCHER, MARCIA. Models and Maps from the Marshall Islands: A Case in Ethnomathematics, Historia
Mathematica 22 (1995), 347–370. Descriptions of the mathematical ideas of modeling, mapping, and
wave dynamics embodied in stick charts used by Marshallese navigators. The knowledge and techniques
possessed by the navigators were ‘‘highly prized and well kept secrets’’ (p. 351). (DEZ) #23.2.11
BANG-JENSEN, J. See #23.2.4 and #23.2.5.
BARRANTES CAMPOS, HUGO; JOSEPHY, MICHAEL; AND RUIZ ZU´N˜IGA, ANGEL. Disquisitiones arithme-
ticae por Carl Friedrich Gauss, Santafe´ de Bogota´: Academia Colombiana de ciencias exactas, fı´sicas y
naturales, 1995, xlii 1 492 pp. A translation into Spanish of C. F. Gauss’s Disquisitiones arithmeticae,
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with a preface by Angel Ruiz Zu´n˜iga (pp. v–viii) that describes the 10-year history of the translation
project, and an introduction that provides a background for this classic in mathematics. (DEZ)
#23.2.12
BENZ, WALTER. Members of the Mathematische Gesellschaft in Hamburg (Founded 1690) at the
Albertina, Mitteilungen der Mathematischen Gesellschaft in Hamburg 14 (1995), 13–20. Connections are
given between members of the Hamburg Gesellschaft and the University of Ko¨nigsberg (the Albertina):
Adolf Hurwitz, Hermann Ca¨sar Hannibal Schubert, David Hilbert, William Franz Meyer, Wilhelm
Blaschke, Kurt Reidemeister, Rafael Artzy, Werner Burau, and Emanuel Sperner. (ACL) #23.2.13
BERNDT, BRUCE C., AND RANKIN, ROBERT A. Ramanujan: Letters and Commentary, Providence:
American Mathematical Society, 1995, 347 pp., hardbound, $79. A collection of letters, some previously
unpublished, regarding Ramanujan’s correspondence in which he presents a string of discoveries. (DEZ)
#23.2.14
BICUDO, IRENEU. Sobre la histo´ria da matema´tica [On the History of Mathematics], Bolema 2 (1992),
7–25. The purpose of this paper is to show how the history of mathematics is interwoven with the
history of culture. (VA) #23.2.15
BINGHAM, NICK. Randomness: Some History, pp. 52–55 in #23.2.74. A brief outline of the notion of
randomness, taken mainly from the 20th century. (DEZ) #23.2.16
BLACKWELL, KENNETH, AND RUJA, HARRY. Bibliography of Russell, London/New York: Routledge,
1994, boxed set £250, $455, Can $613.95. A three-volume bibliography of the works of Bertrand Russell.
Volume I, titled Separate Publications, describes Russell’s books, pamphlets, and leaflets, as well as
several hundred items to which he contributed or which quote his letters or conversations. Volume II,
titled Serial Publications, contains 3550 contributions in ten different sections, the last of which includes
false entries that appeared under his name. Volume III, titled Indexes, and coauthored by Sheila Turcon,
ties together all names, titles, and subjects. This is the first subject entre´e to Russell’s writings on any
appreciable scale. (DEZ) #23.2.17
BLANCHETTE, PATRICIA A. Frege’s Reduction, History and Philosophy of Logic 14 (1994), 85–103. (RC)
#23.2.18
BO¨LLING, REINHARD. See #23.2.165.
BOLZANO, BERNARD. Las paradojas del infinito [Paradoxes of the Infinite], Mexico City: Universidad
Auto´noma de Me´xico, 1995, Coleccio´n Mathema, 163 pp. First Spanish translation of Bolzano’s Paradoxe
des Unendlichen, based on the first edition (1851), on observations made by Hans Hahn in the 1920
edition, and on the work of Bob van Rootselaar in 1975. Translation by Luis Felipe Segura and
Introduction by Jan Sebestik. (VA) #23.2.19
BOTTAZZINI, UMBERTO, AND TAZZIOLI, ROSSANA. Naturphilosophie and Its Role in Riemann’s Mathe-
matics, Revue d’histoire des mathe´matiques 1 (1995), 3–38. Riemann’s notes on Naturphilosophie result
from his seeking a unified mathematical explanation of various physical phenomena such as gravitation,
electricity, magnetism, and light. Many of his works, including his Habilitationsvortrag of 1854 on the
foundation of geometry, may have sprung from his attempts to find a unified explanation for natural
phenomena, on the basis of his model of the ether. (JGF) #23.2.20
BOWEN, A. C., AND GOLDSTEIN, B. R. Aristarchus, Thales, and Heraclitus on Solar Eclipses: An
Astronomical Commentary on P. Oxy. 53.3710 Cols 2.33–3.19, Physics 31 (1994), 689–729. A difficult
passage in an anonymous C12 commentary on Homer’s Odyssey quotes Aristarchus of Samos, citing
Thales and Heraclitus, on eclipses as phenomena occurring near the new moon. The account of when
solar eclipses may occur rests on an analysis of Greek and Egyptian calendrical conventions rather than
on observation. (JGF) #23.2.21
BRADLEY, MARGARET. Prony the Bridge-Builder: The Life and Times of Gaspard de Prony, Educator
and Scientist, Centaurus 37 (1994), 230–268. Gaspard Clair Franc¸ois Marie Riche de Prony (1755–1839)
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was one of the leading engineering educators in France, and was associated with the E´cole Polytechnique
and the E´cole des Ponts et Chausse´es (1799–1839). Baron de Prony created logarithmic and trigonometric
tables and developed a dynamometric brake. His textbooks on dynamics and hydrodynamics incorporated
material on the calculus. He was active in the Acade´mie des Sciences and worked on problems of
weights and measures. (HB) #23.2.22
BRUCKHEIMER, MAXIM, AND ARCAVI, ABRAHAM. Farey Series and Pick’s Area Theorem, The Mathe-
matical Intelligencer 17 (4) (1995), 64–67. The history of these topics is misrepresented in the most
readily available sources. The authors seek to set the record straight. (TLB) #23.2.23
BRUCKHEIMER, MAXIM; OFIR, R.; AND ARCAVI, ABRAHAM. The Case for and against ‘‘Casting Out
Nines,’’ For the Learning of Mathematics 15 (2) (1995), 23–28. Casting out nines is a checking technique
for calculations with at least a thousand-year history. Cocker and Hatton, among influential texts from
the 17th and 18th centuries, disapproved of the technique, for reasons which included the probability
of the check being reliable. (JGF) #23.2.24
BRYDEN, D. J. A 1701 Dictionary of Mathematical Instruments, in R. G. W. Anderson, J. A. Bennett,
and W. F. Ryan (eds.), Making Instruments Count: Essays on Historical Scientific Instruments Presented
to Gerard L’Estrange Turner, Aldershot, VT: Variorum Press, 1993, 365 pp. ‘‘The description and
explanation of mathematical instruments’’ was a section newly added to the third (1701) edition of
Joseph Moxon’s mathematical dictionary Mathematicks Made Easie, written by Moxon’s son James with
the instrument-maker Thomas Tuttell. It is of particular value for the plate of 62 finely detailed thumbnail
illustrations of instruments. (JGF) #23.2.25
BURGOA, LYDIA. Estudio comparativo del sistema de numeracio´n kuna [Comparative Study of the
Kuna Numeral System], Scientia (Panama´) 8 (1993), 97–129. The author describes similarities in Mayan
numerals and Kuna numerals. (VA) #23.2.26
BURNS, SUE, AND WILDER, PETER. Saving Lives: A C19 Statistical Investigation, pp. 18–24 in #23.2.74.
The authors present a statistical investigation carried out by Florence Nightingale in the 1870s that led
to far-reaching changes in hospital practice. See also #23.2.73. (DEZ) #23.2.27
CALINGER, RONALD (ed.) Classics of Mathematics (2nd ed.), Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice–Hall,
1995, paperbound, xxi 1 793 pp. A collection of short excerpts from more than 130 mathematical classics
by 62 authors, together with biographies of the authors and substantial introductions to some of the
nine historical periods. See The Mathematical Monthly 68 (1995), 321, for a list of additions to the first
edition, which was published in 1982 by Moore Pub. Co. (DEZ) #23.2.28
CANTORAL URIZA, RICARDO. Acerca de las contribuciones actuales a una dida´ctica de antan˜o [On
Present Contributions of An Old Didactic: The Case of Taylor Series], Mathesis (Me´xico) 11 (1995),
55–101. A proposal to use the notion of analytic function a` la Taylor to teach calculus a` la Lagrange. (VA)
#23.2.29
CAUCHY, AUGUSTIN-LOUIS. Curso de ana´lisis [A Course in Analysis], Mexico City: Universidad Auto´-
noma de Me´xico, 1994, Coleccio´n Mathema, 367 pp. The first Spanish translation, by Carlos A´lvarez
Jime´nez, of selected chapters from Cauchy’s Cours d’analyse (1821) and Re´sume´ des lec¸ons sur le calcul
infinite´simal (1823). The foreword by Jean Dhombres is abstracted in #23.2.48. (VA) #23.2.30
CAVAILLE`S, JEAN. Me´todo axioma´tico y formalismo [Axiomatic Method and Formalism], Mexico City:
Universidad Auto´noma de Me´xico, 1992, Coleccio´n Mathema. Spanish translation by Carlos A´lvarez
Jime´nez and Santiago Ramı´rez of Me´thode axiomatique et formalisme, first published by Hermann
(Paris) in 1938. (VA) #23.2.31
CHAMBERS, LL. G. Elfenau rhifyddiaeth, a Fragment, Mathematical Gazette 79 (1995), 293–298. Bio-
graphical sketch of John William Thomas (1805–1840), self-educated author of Elfenau rhifyddiaeth
(The Elements of Arithmetic), and an account of this rare, unusual, and rather impractical text published
at Carmathen in three volumes during 1830–1832. (JGF) #23.2.32
CHAND, RAMESH. See #23.2.157.
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CHAPMAN, ALLAN. Out of the Meridian: John Bird’s Equatorial Sector and the New Technology of
Astronomical Measurement, Annals of Science 52 (1995), 431–463. Bird’s 5-ft equatorial sector of 1775,
ordered by Hornsby for the new Radcliffe Observatory at Oxford, encouraged further developments
in instrumental design. (JGF) #23.2.33
CHARRIS, JAIRO, et al. Obituario matema´tico 1992–1994. Parte II [Mathematical Obituary 1992–1994.
Part II], Lecturas Matema´ticas 16 (1995), 75–98. Notes on the lives and works of some mathematicians
who died between 1992 and 1994: Jean Dieudonne´, Antoni Zygmund, Lipman Bers, Daniel Gorenstein,
Stephen Kleene, Fritz John, Shimshon Amitsur, Deane Montgomery, Edoardo Caianiello, Peter Hess,
and Georges Reebs. For Part I see #23.1.40. (VA) #23.2.34
CHATZIS, KONSTANTINOS. Un aperc¸u de la discussion sur les principes de la me´canique rationnelle en
France a` la fin du sie`cle dernier [An Outline of the Debate on the Principles of Rational Mechanics in
France at the Close of the 19th Century], Revue d’histoire des mathe´matiques 1 (1995), 235–270. An
examination of the critical debate over the basic concepts and grounding principles of rational mechanics
that took place in France during 1890–1905. The roles played by several somewhat forgotten mathemati-
cians are discussed: Jean-Baptiste Be´langer, Auguste Calinon, Joseph Delbœuf, Gaston Milhaud, Henri
Bouasse, and Jules Andrade. (DEZ) #23.2.35
CHEMLA, KARINE. Nombre et ope´ration, chaıˆne et trame du re´el mathe´matique: Essai sur le com-
mentaire de Liu Hui sur Les neuf chapitres sur les proce´dures mathe´matiques [Number and Operation,
Warp and Weft of Mathematical Reality: An Essay on Liu Hui’s Commentary on The Nine Chapters
on the Mathematical Art], pp. 43–70 in #23.2.170. The author proposes a new interpretation of the
meaning of the word shu, ‘‘number,’’ based on an analysis of the commentaries of Liu Hui (fl. 263) on
Chui-chang suan shu. She suggests that Liu Hui consciously used the polyvalence of certain Chinese
words to apply the same general procedures to numerals and algorithms. She then provides a general
description of various mathematical procedures used at that time. (DEZ) #23.2.36
CHIKARA, S.; MITSUO, S.; AND DAUBEN, J. W. The Intersection of History and Mathematics, Boston/
Basel/Berlin: Birkha¨user Verlag, 1994. A collection of papers addressing aspects of the forms of interac-
tion between mathematical research and historiographical problems. (IA) #23.2.37
CHRISTIANSEN, MARGIT; LU¨TZEN, JESPER; SABIDUSSI, GERT; AND TOFT, BJARNE. Julius Petersen: Anno-
tated Bibliography, pp. 83–97 in #23.2.4. The first comprehensive bibliography of Julius Petersen’s
papers and books, covering his contributions to mathematics, economics, social science, physics, and
education. (DEZ) #23.2.38
CIESIELSKI, KRZYSZTOF. 100th Anniversary of the Jagiellonian University Students’ Maths Society, The
Mathematical Intelligencer 17 (4) (1995), 42–46. A brief history of the oldest mathematical organization in
Poland. (TLB) #23.3.39
CRILLY, TONY. A Victorian Mathematician: Arthur Cayley (1821–1895), Mathematical Gazette 79
(1995), 259–262. Delightful reminiscences of Cayley, reviewing his life just before his death. (JGF)
#23.2.40
CUSA, NICOLA´S DE. El juego de las esferas [The Game of Spheres], Mexico City: Universidad Auto´noma
de Me´xico, 1994, Coleccio´n Mathema, 129 pp. First Spanish translation of Cusa’s De ludo globi. The
translation, introduction, and notes are by J. Rafael Martı´nez. (VA) #23.2.41
D’AMBROSIO, UBIRATAN. Reflexo˜es sobre histo´ria, filosofia e matema´tica [Reflections on History,
Philosophy, and Mathematics], Bolema 2 (1992), 42–60. Ethnomathematics, European science, colonial-
ism, mathematical education and its political dimension and implications, mathematics, and model-
ling. (VA) #23.2.42
DANGERFIELD, JAN. Karl Pearson and the x2 Goodness-of-fit Test, pp. 44–50 in #23.2.74. An outline
of the development of the x2 goodness-of-fit test in the work of Karl Pearson. Illustrations due to
W. F. R. Weldon make the material appropriate for a first course in statistics. (DEZ) #23.2.43
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DA SILVA, CLO´VIS PEREIRA. Otto Alencar Silva versus Auguste Comte, LLULL 18 (1995), 167–181.
Two papers of Alencar Silva are analyzed regarding the extent of the influence of Comte’s positivism
on science in Brazil. (VA) #23.2.44
DA SILVA, CLO´VIS PEREIRA. Sobre la histo´ria da matema´tica no Brasil [On the History of Mathematics
in Brazil], Bolema 2 (1992), 61–83. See #23.1.120 for an abstract of the author’s book A matema´tica no
Brasil. (VA) #23.2.45
DAUBEN, J. W. See #23.2.37.
DENNISS, JOHN. The Presentation of Multiplication Tables in Textbooks, Paradigm 16 (1995), 31–38.
The pattern of the familiar square multiplication table, up to 12 by 12, is far from the only form. Here
45 English textbooks from 1300 to 1899 are examined to consider the range of numbers included in the
table and the organization of the results on the page. (JGF) #23.2.46
DE VIDI, DAVID, AND SOLOMON, GRAHAM. Geometric Conventionalism and Carnap’s Principle of
Tolerance, Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 25 (1995), 773–783. The nature of the analogy
between the rudimentary conventionalism purportedly exhibited in the work of Poincare´ and Hilbert
and the principle of tolerance about languages promoted by Carnap’s Logical Syntax of Language. (JGF)
#23.2.47
DHOMBRES, JEAN. El rigor o co´mo se construye una idealidad [Rigor, or How to Construct an Ideal],
pp. 11–69 in #23.2.30. This work presents the Introduction to Augustin-Louis Cauchy’s Curso de ana´lisis.
The author describes Cauchy’s Cours d’analyse and Re´sume´ des lec¸ons sur le calcul infinite´simal as
examples of modernity (which itself constitutes a good reason to translate them into Spanish) because
of the beauty and simplicity of their organizational architectures from a mathematical point of view. (VA)
#23.2.48
DI´AZ V., TOMA´S HUMBERTO. La aurora de la geometrı´a [The Dawn of Geometry], Matema´ticas,
Ensen˜anza Universitaria 4 (1995), 175–187. A sketchy history of the contribution of Greek mathematics
to the development of geometry. (VA) #23.2.49
DJAMOURI, REDOUANE. L’emploi des signes nume´riques dans les inscriptions Shang [The Use of
Numerals in Shang Inscriptions], pp. 13–42 in #23.2.170. An analysis of the role that numerals played
in ancient Chinese language. The author posits the hypothesis that the formation of the number system
was directly linked to, and in a sense determined by, the grammatical function of numerals. He also
disputes earlier accounts on the subject. (DEZ) #23.2.50
DUTKA, JACQUES. On the Early History of Bessel Functions, Archive for History of Exact Sciences 49
(1995), 105–134. Bessel functions were first systematically investigated by F. W. Bessel in 1824. Particular
cases were explored earlier by D. Bernoulli, Euler, Lagrange, Fourier, Poisson, and others, in connection
with physical problems. Bessel also developed Fourier series independently of Fourier, and published
(in 1819) prior to Fourier’s 1822 treatise. (JGF) #23.2.51
ECKMANN, BENO. Zum 100. Geburtstag von Heinz Hopf [On the 100th Birthday of Heinz Hopf],
Elemente der Mathematik 49 (4) (1994), 133–136. A brief biography of the well-known topologist Heinz
Hopf, who was born in Poland but spent four decades at the Eidgeno¨ssische Technische Hochschule
in Zurich. (DWB) #23.2.52
EPPLE, MORITZ. Branch Points of Algebraic Functions and the Beginnings of Modern Knot Theory,
Historia Mathematica 22 (1995), 371–401. A discussion of the work of the Austrian mathematician
Wilhelm Wirtinger on functions of several complex variables in the period 1895–1905, leading to the
first computation of a knot group. A resulting shift in perspective, what sociologists call an ‘‘elimination
of contexts,’’ led to the formation of modern knot theory as a new mathematical discipline. The work
of Max Dehn illustrates the author’s thesis. An appendix contains the complete text of a letter from
Wirtinger to Felix Klein. (DEZ) #23.2.53
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ERLICHSON, HERMAN. Huygens and Newton on the Problem of Circular Motion, Centaurus 37 (1994),
210–229. The most striking single difference is that Huygens thought of the problem in the rotating
frame, whereas Newton thought of the problem in both rotating and inertial frames. There is also a
notable stylistic difference: Huygens makes his line of reasoning crystal clear, while Newton is short on
explanation and on concern for the reader. (JGF) #23.2.54
ERLICHSON, HERMAN. Resisted Inverse-Square Centripetal Force Motion along Newton’s Great Look-
Alike, the Equiangular Spiral, Centaurus 37 (1994), 279–303. Analysis and commentary on Prop. 15,
Book II, of Principia: the problem of equiangular-spiral motion in a fluid in the presence of an inverse-
square attractive force. (JGF) #23.2.55
FAUST, DON. The Origin of the Choice of Sixty in the Ancient Near East, HPM Newsletter 36 (1995),
9. Announcement of the availability of the author’s ‘‘informal communication’’ that discusses a broad
perspective on the question of the choice of 60 as a numeration base in Babylonia and examines in
detail a moon calendaring conjecture. (DEZ) #23.2.56
FAUVEL, JOHN. Empowerment through Visual Modelling: Thomas Clarkson and the Abolition of the
Slave Trade, pp. 26–32 in #23.2.74. The author describes a fractal-like diagram that the leading abolitionist
Thomas Clarkson used in 1808 for his historical analysis of the anti-slavery movement in Britain. (DEZ)
#23.2.57
FAUVEL, JOHN. See also #23.2.74.
FERREIRA, EDOARDO SEBASTIANI, et al. O Curso da Histo´ria da Matema´tica na formalizac¸a˜o dos
conceitos [A History of Mathematics Course on the Formalization of Concepts], Bolema 2 (1992), 26–41.
A discussion of such questions as: Is formalization part of the cognitive act? Is it important to formalize
concepts in the learning of mathematics? (VA) #23.2.58
FIELD, J. V. A Mathematician’s Art, in Marilyn A. Lavin (ed.), Piero della Francesca and His Legacy,
Washington: National Gallery Of Art, 1995, 177–198. Three mathematical treatises by Piero are extant,
all to some degree in the tradition of abacist craft mathematics. De prospectiva pingendi is the earliest
known work on mathematics of perspective. Some of his proofs are elegant and concise, but with
unfamiliar diagrammatic conventions. The treatise helps us understand the possibly extensive use of
mathematics in Piero’s paintings, which may explain the ‘‘stillness’’ so characteristic of his work. (JGF)
#23.2.59
FUERTES, JOSE´ FE´LIX, AND LO´PEZ GARCI´A, JOSE´. Roger Boscovich y su tiempo [Roger Boscovich and
His Time], LLULL 18 (1995), 67–92. The work of Boscovich on natural philosophy has long been
forgotten. The author suggests that ‘‘this forgetfullness may be due to the disintegration of the Society
of Jesus and Boscovich’s strong personality, which led to confrontations with powerful men of the
Encyclopaedism.’’ (VA) #23.2.60
FURINGHETTI, FULVIA. La didattica della matematica nei congressi internazionali (1897–1936), [The
Didactic of Mathematics at International Congresses (1897–1936)], Lettera PRISTEM 13 (1995), 24–30.
Analysis of the organization and subjects treated in International Mathematical Congresses from the
first one in 1897 up to World War II. (JGF) #23.2.61
GALUZZI, MASSIMO. Lagrange’s Essay ‘‘Recherches sur la manie`re de former des tables des plane`tes
d’apre`s les seules observations,’’ Revue d’histoire des mathe´matiques 1 (1995), 201–233. An analysis of
novel mathematical ideas contained in a 1775 essay by Lagrange from the point of view of generating
functions. The paper begins with an outline of the history of generating function theory, which was not
developed until later. Other elements contained in Lagrange’s paper show that it is not just an ‘‘elegant,
but scarcely practicable’’ contribution to numerical analysis. (DEZ) #23.2.62
GANITANAND. Marx and His Mathematical Work, Gan
˙
ita-Bharatı: Bulletin of the Indian Society for
History of Mathematics 16 (1994), 66–69. An account of the publication of the mathematical Nachlass
of Karl Marx, which includes 44 manuscripts covering about 1000 sheets. (DEZ) #23.2.63
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GARCI´ADIEGO, ALEJANDRO R. Mathesis, 1985–1994: Una primera perspectiva [Mathesis, 1985–1994:
A First Perspective], Mathesis (Me´xico) 11 (1995), 1–22. A historic and bibliometric account of the first
10 years of the journal Mathesis. (VA) #23.2.64
GARDNER, J. HELEN. Atmospheric Pollution: History and Statistics in the Primary School, pp. 2–11
in #23.2.74. The author extracted data on air pollution in the British town of Walsall, mainly from the
1930s, to construct lessons on data handling for elementary-school children. (DEZ) #23.2.65
GARDNER, J. HELEN. See also #23.2.138.
GERDES, PAULUS. Desenhos tradicionais na areia em Angola e seus possı´veis usos na aula de matema´tica
[Traditional Sand Designs in Angola and Their Possible Uses in the Classroom], Bolema 1 (1989),
51–97. A discussion of the underlying arithmetical relations (arithmetical progressions, Pythagorean
triples, Euclidean algorithm) and geometry (symmetry, similarity, and Eulerian graphs) in Tchokwe
(Quioco) traditional designs. Possible classroom uses are explored. (VA) #23.2.66
GERDES, PAULUS. Sobre a origem histo´rica do conceito de nu´mero [On the Historical Origin of the
Concept of Number], Bolema 1 (1989), 35–49. The author explains his position on the historical origin
of the concept of number. (VA) #23.2.67
GERDES, PAULUS. Sobre aritme´tica e ornamentac¸a˜o geome´trica: Ana´lise de alguns cestos de ı´ndios
do Brasil [On Arithmetic and Geometric Ornamentation: Analysis of Some Baskets of Brazilian Indian],
Bolema 1 (1989), 11–34. A description of how mathematics (symmetry and some elementary arithmetic
properties) appears in Brazilian Indian basketry. (VA) #23.2.68
GILAIN, CHRISTIAN (ed.) Editorial, Revue d’histoire des mathe´matiques 1 (1995), 1–2. This new, quar-
terly, international journal on the history of mathematics will be devoted to the time period from the
17th century to the present. (DEZ) #23.2.69
GILLMAN, LEONARD, AND HENRIKSEN, MELVIN. Meyer Jerison 1922–1995, Notices of the American
Mathematical Society 43 (1996), 17–18. Obituary of the functional analyst Meyer (Jerry) Jerison. (DEZ)
#23.2.70
GISPERT, HE´LE`NE. La the´orie des ensembles en France avant la crise de 1905: Baire, Borel, Lebesgue
. . . et tous les autres, Revue d’histoire des mathe´matiques 1 (1995), 39–81. French mathematical circles
took up the new concepts and methods of set theory within the context of a current specific to French
mathematics, the new theory of functions. It bore the hallmarks of this incorporation, and differed in
important respects from the version presented by Cantor. (JGF) #23.2.71
GOLDSTEIN, B. R. See #23.2.21.
GOW, ROD. Joseph Wolstenholme, Leslie Stephen and To the Lighthouse, Irish Mathematical Society
Bulletin 34 (1995), 40–46. Wolstenholme (1829–1891), author of Mathematical Problems and professor
of mathematics at the Royal Indian Engineering College, was a friend of Leslie Stephen from their
undergraduate days at Cambridge. He figures as Augustus Carmichael in Stephen’s daughter Virginia
Woolf’s novel To the Lighthouse (1927). (JGF) #23.2.72
GRAHAM, ALAN. The Perfect Heroine, pp. 12–17 in #23.2.74. A discussion of the role played by
statistical representations that were created by Florence Nightingale to improve the medical care of
soldiers in Victorian England. See also #23.2.27. (DEZ) #23.2.73
GRAHAM, ALAN, AND FAUVEL, JOHN (eds.) Empowering Students through the History of Statistics,
Milton Keynes: The Open University, 1995, iv 1 60 pp., spiralbound, £6. A collection of articles on
using history in statistics classrooms at various levels. Papers by J. Helen Gardner, Alan Graham, Sue
Burns and Peter Wilder, John Fauvel, Mick McManus, Jan Dangerfield, Nick Bingham, and David
Hand are abstracted separately. (DEZ) #23.2.74
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, IVOR. Some Numerological Features of Beethoven’s Output, Annals of Science
51 (1994), 103–135. (RC) #23.2.75
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GRAY, JEREMY J. Arthur Cayley (1821–1895), The Mathematical Intelligencer 17 (4) (1995), 62–63. A
summary of papers read at a meeting held at Oxford on February 11, 1995, to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of Cayley’s death. (TLB) #23.2.76
GRIFFIN, NICHOLAS (ed.) The Selected Letters of Bertrand Russell, Vol. 1: The Private Years, 1884–1914,
Boston/New York/London: Houghton Mifflin, 1992, xxii 1 553 pp. See the review by Irving H. Anellis
in Modern Logic 5 (1995), 215–219, which describes not only the contents of the book but the editor’s
relationship with Russell as well. (DEZ) #23.2.77
GUPTA, R. C. A Circulature Rule from the Agni Purana, Gan
˙
ita-Bharatı: Bulletin of the Indian Society
for History of Mathematics 16 (1994), 53–56. An explanation of one of the rules for calculating the area
of a circular pit from a given square taken from the classical Indian work Agni Purana. (DEZ)
#23.2.78
GUPTA, R. C. An Indian Extension of Ptolemy’s Theorem, Gan
˙
ita-Bharati: Bulletin of the Indian
Society for History of Mathematics 16 (1994), 70–72. Description of an elegant ancient Indian extension
of Ptolemy’s theorem that was known to Narayana Pandita in the 14th century. (DEZ) #23.2.79
GUPTA, R. C. Annual Conference of the Association of Mathematics Teachers in India, HPM Newsletter
35 (1995), 3–4. Report of the historical component from a conference held in Kancheepuram, December
30, 1994–January 1, 1995, on the theme ‘‘Mathematical Traditions in India.’’ Short descriptions of some
talks are included. (DEZ) #23.2.80
GUPTA, R. C. Areas of Regular Polygons in Ancient and Medieval Times, Gan
˙
ita-Bharati: Bulletin of
the Indian Society for History of Mathematics 16 (1994), 61–65. A brief survey of methods for computing
areas of regular polygons in Babylonia, ancient Greece, and various civilizations in medieval times. (DEZ)
#23.2.81
GUPTA, R. C. Six Types of Vedic Mathematics, Gan
˙
ita-Bharati: Bulletin of the Indian Society for
History of Mathematics 16 (1994), 5–15. A clarification of the different activities going by the name
‘‘Vedic mathematics.’’ In particular, the modern book by that title has nothing to do with the ancient
Vedas or Vedic times despite its educational value. (JGF) #23.2.82
HAND, DAVID. An Episode in the History of Measurement and Statistics, pp. 56–60 in #23.2.74. From
the author: In this article we relate the development of one controversy which arose from the interaction
of the disciplines of measurement theory and statistics. (DEZ) #23.2.83
HANNABUSS, KEITH, AND WILSON, ROBIN. Stamp Corner: Mathematical Physics II, The Mathematical
Intelligencer 17 (4) (1995), 76. Displays stamps from Germany, Sweden, Denmark, and Nicaragua
commemorating the work of Albert Einstein, Max Plank, Niels Bohr, and Louis de Broglie, and briefly
describes that work. (TLB) #23.2.84
HAWIG, PETER. See #23.2.165.
HENRIKSEN, MELVIN. See #23.2.70.
HERRERA RODRI´GUEZ, FRANCISCO. La informacio´n cientı´fica en revistas gaditanas de la segunda mitad
del siglo XIX [Scientific Information in Periodicals of Cadiz During the Second Half of the 19th Century],
LLULL 18 (1995), 93–111. Analysis of Spanish scientific periodicals published in Cadiz during the 19th
century. (VA) #23.2.85
HILBERT, DAVID. Fundamentos de las matema´ticas [Fundamentals of Mathematics], Mexico City: Uni-
versidad Auto´noma de Me´xico, 1993, Coleccio´n Mathema. Spanish translation of Axiomatisches Denken,
Neubegru¨ndung der Mathematik, Die logischen Grundlagen der Mathematik, U¨ber das Unendliche and
Die Grundlegung der elementare Zahlenlehre. Translation by Luis Felipe Segura. (VA) #23.2.86
HOARE, GRAHAM, AND LORD, NICK. Stefan Banach (1892–1945): A Commemoration of His Life and
Work, The Mathematical Gazette 79 (1995), 456–470. A brief biography of the Polish mathematician
Stefan Banach commemorating the 50th anniversary of his death. Includes sketches of Banach’s profes-
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sional and personal life, the origin of the ‘‘Scottish Book,’’ how Banach was ‘‘discovered’’ by Steinhaus,
and discussions of Banach’s major mathematical accomplishments. (JVR) #23.2.87
HUYLEBROUCK, DIRK. Snellius’s Memorial Stone, The Mathematical Intelligencer 17 (4) (1995), 58–59.
Directions for locating the burial place of Willbrord Snellius (1580–1626) at the Peter Church in
Leyden. (TLB) #23.2.88
HUYLEBROUCK, DIRK. Van Ceulen’s Tombstone, The Mathematical Intelligencer 17 (4) (1995), 60–61.
Directions for locating evidence concerning the burial of Ludolph van Ceulen (1540–1610) at the Peter
Church in Leyden, despite the absence of a memorial stone. (TLB) #23.2.89
JAGGER, GRAHAM. Joseph Moxon, FRS, and the Royal Society, Notes and Records of the Royal Society
49 (1995), 193–208. Moxon was elected FRS in 1678, perhaps the only tradesman to be elected during
the first 40 years of the Society’s existence. But after the appointment of a rival as printer to the Society
in 1681 he took no further part in the Royal Society’s activities, seemingly disappointed though in fact
his Fellowship would have barred him from such an office of profit. (JGF) #23.2.90
JENSEN, T. See #23.2.4 and #23.2.5.
JEVONS, HARRIET A. See #23.2.1.
JOHNSON, ART. Classic Math: History Topics for the Classroom, Palo Alto: Dale Seymour Pub., 1994,
vii 1 172 pp., paperbound. A text aimed for grades 7–12 in the U.S. The five chapters consist of
several short sections whose aim is to stimulate class discussion and to convey the human side of
mathematics. (DEZ) #23.2.91
JOHNSON, W. Contributors to Improving the Teaching of Calculus in Early 19th-century England,
Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 49 (1995), 93–103. Discussion of Woodhouse, Lardner,
and Colson’s translation of Agnesi’s Analytical Institutions. (JGF) #23.2.92
JØRGENSEN, L. K. See #23.2.4 and #23.2.5.
JOSEPHY, MICHAEL. See #23.2.12.
KANOMORI, A. The Higher Infinite: Large Cardinals in Set Theory from Their Beginnings, New York/
Berlin/Heidelberg/London/Paris/Tokyo: Springer-Verlag, 1994. This book takes a historical approach
to provide a comprehensive account of the theory of large cardinals as traced from their origin through
developments in the early 1970s. (IA) #23.2.93
KATZ, VICTOR. See #23.2.104.
KEYNES, MILO. The Personality of Isaac Newton, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London
49 (1995), 1–56. A pulling together of the extant evidence on this subject. (JGF) #23.2.94
KNORR, WILBUR R. Pseudo-Euclidean Reflections in Ancient Optics: A Re-examination of Textual
Issues Pertaining to the Euclidean Optics and Catoptrica, Physics 31 (1994), 1–45. (RC) #23.2.95
KUHN, HAROLD W. A. W. Tucker: Some Reminiscences, Notices of the American Mathematical Society
42 (1995), 1143–1147. An account of the Princeton mathematician Al Tucker based on a memorial
resolution written by Kuhn, including extended comments by several others and prepared with the
assistance of Tucker’s sons, Alan and Tom. (DEZ) #23.2.96
LAMBEK, J. See #23.2.7.
LEISER, ECKART. Sobre algunos rasgos distintos del estructuralismo [On Some Distinct Features of
Structuralism], Mathesis (Me´xico) 11 (1995), 23–35. The author discusses the ‘‘theoretical fruitfulness
of introducing ‘structures’ as a key concept to comprehend the phenomena which constitute the matter
of natural and human sciences.’’ The work of De Saussure, Le´vi-Strauss, and Lacan is examined. (VA)
#23.2.97
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LELONG, PIERRE. D’une variable a` plusieurs variables en analyse complexe: Les fonctions plurisoushar-
moniques et la positive (1942–1962), Revue d’histoire des mathe´matiques 1 (1995), 139–157. Poincare´
recognized that the transition from one to several complex variables would involve no mere generalization
of single-variable analysis. Systematic investigation of an invariant class for complex analytic isomor-
phisms was not undertaken until 1942. This paper surveys the introduction of invariant classes of
nonholomorphic elements. (JGF) #23.2.98
LE RUE, VE´RONIQUE. La force acce´le´ratrice: Un exemple de de´finition contextuelle dans le Traite´ de
dynamique de d’Alembert, Revue d’histoire des sciences 48 (1995), 475–494. A good definition according
to d’Alembert is a contextual one, intimately bound up with a mathematical equation which serves to
solve one or more scientific problems. The example of accelerative force is of interest in bringing out
the internalist character of d’Alembert’s philosophy of science. (JGF) #23.2.99
LLOYD, GEOFFREY. Learning by Numbers, pp. 153–167 in #23.2.170. The author, a specialist in Greek
philosophy, discusses six of the articles in #23.2.170 by comparing the conceptions of number in ancient
China and Greece. He also stresses the social aspects of the science of numbers in these civilizations.
(DEZ) #23.2.100
LOCQUENEUX, ROBERT. See #23.2.148.
LO´PEZ, GARCI´A, JOSE´. See #23.2.60.
LORD, NICK. See #23.2.87.
LOSADA, MARI´A FALK DE. Ensen˜anzas acerca de la naturaleza y el desarrollo del pensamiento matema´-
tico extraı´das de la historia del a´lgebra [Teachings about the Nature and Development of Mathematical
Thought Drawn from the History of Algebra], Boletı´n de Matema´ticas (Bogota´), Nueva Serie 1 (1994),
39–59. Based on a hypothesis on didactic transposition that seems to be confirmed experimentally, and
on a model of mathematical thought, the author examines episodes in the theory of algebraic equations
in search of features that characterize mathematical thought and whose study may shed light on the
levels or stages of doing mathematics in the classroom. (VA) #23.2.101
LOSADA, MARI´A FALK DE. Georg Cantor: Una biografia [Georg Cantor: A Biography], Notas de
Matema´tica 35 (1995), 7–16. (VA) #23.2.102
LOSADA, MARI´A FALK DE. Olimpı´adas colombianas de matema´ticas 1994: Mucha participacio´n y
muchos e´xitos [Colombian Mathematical Olympics: A Lot of Participation and Success], Notas de
Matema´tica 35 (1995), 45–67. (VA) #23.2.103
LUMPKIN, PATRICE, AND KATZ, VICTOR. The Relationship of Egyptian to Greek Mathematics, HPM
Newsletter 35 (1995), 10–13. Two letters regarding the dispute between Martin Bernal and Robert Palter
on the influence of ancient Egypt on the development of mathematics in ancient Greece. See #21.2.10
and #22.3.64. (DEZ) #23.2.104
LU¨TZEN, JESPER. Interactions Between Mechanics and Differential Geometry in the 19th Century,
Archive for History of Exact Sciences 49 (1995), 1–72. Klein’s claim that Riemannian geometry grew
out of mechanics is highly misleading. In fact, Gauss’s research on the intrinsic differential geometry
of surfaces (1828) was inspired by geodesy, and Riemann’s generalization to higher dimensions was an
attempt to capture the concept of space. But when Riemannian geometry became known around 1870
it was immediately used in mechanics by Lipschitz to geometrize the principle of least action. (JGF)
#23.2.105
LU¨TZEN, JESPER; SABIDUSSI, GERT; AND TOFT, BJARNE. Julius Petersen 1839–1910. A Biography, pp.
9–82 in #23.2.4. A detailed biography of the Danish mathematician Julius Petersen. The work of Petersen
and H. G. Zeuthen is regarded as being responsible for ‘‘the emergence of Danish mathematics on the
international scene toward the end of the 19th century.’’ An 1891 paper by Petersen represents the
birth of graph theory. His contributions to function theory, number theory, mathematical physics,
mathematical economics, and cryptography are also explored. (DEZ) #23.2.106
LU¨TZEN, J. See also #23.2.5 and #23.2.38.
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MACKENZIE, DONALD. The Automation of Proof: A Historical and Sociological Exploration, IEEE
Annals of the History of Computing 17 (3) (1995), 7–29. A history of the use of computers to automate
mathematical proofs, placing technical features in their wider intellectual and practical context. Three
broad strands are identified. (JGF) #23.2.107
MACLANE, SAUNDERS. Mathematics at Go¨ttingen under the Nazis, Notices of the American Mathemati-
cal Society 42 (1995), 1134–1138. An account of the author’s experience as a graduate student at Go¨ttingen
from 1931 to 1933 based on his memory and on excerpts from his personal correspondence. (DEZ)
#23.2.108
MAITI, N. L. Notes on Broken Bamboo Problem, Gan
˙
ita-Bharatı: Bulletin of the Society for History
of Mathematics 16 (1994), 25–36. The broken bamboo problem (China, c. 1100) does not occur in
Brahmagupta, although many historians have made this claim, which arises from repeating unchecked
a mistake originally made by Biot in 1839. It does, however, occur in eight Indian works, from Bhaskara
I in 629 to Raghunath-raja in 1597. (JGF) #23.2.109
MAJOR, JOHN S. Celestial Cycles and Mathematical Harmonics in the Huainanzi, pp. 121–134 in
#23.2.170. A discussion of the relation between the calendar and musical scale contained in Chapter 3
of the Huainanzi concerning the calculation of the lengths of pitchpipes. A complete translation of part
of the chapter is provided. There is also a discussion of the role played by a shi, an instrument called
a ‘‘cosmograph’’ or a ‘‘cosmic board,’’ in relating series of calendrical data to astronomy. (DEZ)
#23.2.110
MARCHISOTTO, ELENA ANNE. In the Shadow of Giants: The Work of Mario Pieri in the Foundations
of Mathematics, History and Philosophy of Logic 65 (1995), 107–119. The work of Mario Pieri (1860–
1913) was overshadowed by that of C. von Staudt, G. Peano, D. Hilbert, and A. Tarski and deserves
a more significant place in history. (ACL) #23.2.111
MARGENSTERN, MAURICE. L’e´cole constructive de Markov, Revue d’histoire des mathe´matiques 1
(1995), 271–305. This paper presents the main features of the constructivist school promoted by Andrei
Andreevich Markov in the 1950s. It examines the aims and methods of the school, especially as applied
to the real number system. The last part of the paper discusses the relevance of such results for modern-
day mathematics. (DEZ) #23.2.112
MARRONE, PEDRO ANTONIO. Introduccio´n al estudio de la historia de las series de Fourier [Introduction
to the Study of the History of Fourier Series], Scientia (Panama´) 8 (1993), 53–95. A historical account
of Fourier series that emphasizes their role in convergence, the notions of function and definite integrals,
set theory, and summability, up to the results of Carleson and Fefferman on Lusin’s conjecture on
functions in L2[2f, f]. (VA) #23.2.113
MARTIN, THIERRY. Probabilite´s et philosophie des mathe´matiques chez Cournot, Revue d’histoire des
mathe´matiques 1 (1995), 111–138. In 1843 Cournot sought to respond to the foundational crisis then
looming in the calculus of probabilities by elevating the latter to the status of a theory in pure mathematics,
while distinguishing between the subjective and objective meanings of probability, to give a measure
of the scope and range of its applications. (JGF) #23.2.114
MARTI´NEZ, J. RAFAEL. See #23.2.41 and #23.2.128.
MCMANUS, MICK. The Normal Curve through Its History, pp. 34–43 in #23.2.74. The author begins
by reproducing a three-page extract of a work by DeMoivre on probability. After supplying background
information on De Moivre, he outlines a derivation of the equation of a normal curve. (DEZ)
#23.2.115
MESKENS, AD. Wiskunde tussen Renaissance en Barok: Aspecten van wiskundebeoefening te Antwerpen
1550–1620 [Mathematics Between Renaissance and Baroque: Aspects of the Practice of Mathematics in
Antwerp 1550–1620], Antwerp: Stadsbibliotheek, 1994. (RC) #23.2.116
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MICHALOWICZ, KAREN DEE. Americas Section of HPM Meeting in Boston, HPM Newsletter 35 (1995),
7–8. Report of a conference of the International Study Group on the Relations between History and
Pedagogy of Mathematics held in April, 1995, including short descriptions of the five presentations. (DEZ)
#23.2.117
MITSUO, S. See #23.2.37.
MONTESINOS, JOSE´. El seminario ‘‘Orotova’’ de historia de la ciencia [The ‘‘Orotova’’ Seminar on the
History of Science], Mathesis (Me´xico) 10 (1994), 375–380. The workings of a seminar on the history
of science held in Tenerife, Canarias (Spain). (VA) #23.2.118
MORA DI´AZ, TELMO. Vida y obra de Nicola´s Iva´novich Lobache´bsky [The Life and Work of N. I.
Lobachevski], Notas de Matema´tica 35 (1995), 17–30. (VA) #23.2.119
MORENO ARMELLA, LUIS A., AND WALDEGG, GUILLERMINA. Variacio´n y representacio´n: Del nu´mero
al continuo [Variation and Representation: From Number to the Continuum], Educacio´n Matema´tica
7 (1995), 12–28. Number and continuity are not associates in Greek mathematics, so arithmetic and
geometry (number and magnitude) evolved separately. With Stevin, numbers began to be used not only
as a counting device but as a measuring tool; i.e., number was not a discontinuous quantity, and its
nature was determined by operations that can be performed on numbers. (VA) #23.2.120
MORRILL, JOHN E. A Nobel Prize in Mathematics, The American Mathematical Monthly 102 (1995),
888–891. Remarks on the awarding of the Nobel Prize and Fields Medal for work in mathematics and
economics. (DEZ) #23.2.121
MULDER, HENRY MARTIJN. Julius Petersen’s Theory of Regular Graphs, pp. 157–175 in #23.2.4. An
analysis of Julius Petersen’s famous 1891 paper on the factorization of graphs, followed by a description
of subsequent developments in graph theory. (DEZ) #23.2.122
NABONNAND, PHILIPPE. Contribution a` l’histoire de la the´orie des ge´ode´siques au XIXe sie`cle, Revue
d’histoire des mathe´matiques 1 (1995), 159–200. A discussion of the emergence of a qualitative approach
to the study of the resolution of differential equations involved in geodesics. The development of the
conjugate locus, the cut locus, and the sign of the curvature of a geodesic are examined. The works of
Gauss, Jacobi, Bonnet, Christoffel, Bertrand, von Mangoldt, Darboux, von Braunmu¨hl, and Poincare´
are cited. (DEZ) #23.2.123
NESTERENKO, YU. V.; OLEJNIK, S. N.; AND POTA´POV, M. K. Antiguos problemas recreativos en Rusia [Old
Recreational Problems in Russia], Bilbao: Servicio Editorial del Paı´s Vasco, 1994, 226 pp. Recreational
mathematics. Spanish version by Elena Aparicio Corte´s and Emiliano Aparicio Bernardo. (VA)
#23.2.124
NOBRE, SERGIO. La difusio´n de las matema´ticas en la primera mitad del siglo XVIII en Alemania a
trave´s de la Gran Enciclopedia Universal [The Diffusion of Mathematics in Germany During the First
Half of the 18th Century through Zedlers Universal Lexikon], LLULL 18 (1995), 113–133. An analytical
and historical account of the mathematical articles in Zedlers Universal Lexikon-encyclopedia published
in Leipzig and Halle from 1732 to 1750. The main question the author considers is how modern this
work was in mathematics during its publication. (VA) #23.2.125
OFIR, R. See #23.2.24.
OLEJNIK, S. N. See #23.2.124.
ORTIZ LEGARDA, MARINA. See #23.2.126.
OSORIO, HE´CTOR RAMO´N, AND ORTIZ LEGARDA, MARINA. Historia y pedagogia de las matema´ticas
en la educacio´n ba´sica. Construccio´n de sistemas nume´ricos: Los nu´meros enteros [History and Pedagogy
of Mathematics in Basic Education. The Construction of Numerical Systems: The Integers], Notas de
Matema´tica 35 (1995), 31–42. An account of experiences teaching integers in high school. (VA)
#23.2.126
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PARSHALL, KAREN V. H. In Memoriam Guy Hirsch (1915–1993), Historia Mathematica 22 (1995),
345–346. Obituary of Guy Hirsch, the mathematician and philosopher of mathematics who worked
principally in algebraic topology at the Universite´ libre de Bruxelles. (DEZ) #23.2.127
PASCAL, BLAISE. Obras matema´ticas: Seleccio´n de textos [Mathematical Works: A Selection], Mexico
City: Universidad Auto´noma de Me´xico, 1995, Coleccio´n Mathema, 140 pp. Spanish translation and
introduction by J. Rafael Martı´nez of Pascal’s writings on conics, probability, and arithmetic. (VA)
#23.2.128
PAZ S., ALFONSO. Nota complementaria sobre el u´ltimo trabajo [sic] de Fermat y el trabajo de Andrew
Wiles [Complementary Note on Fermat’s Last Theorem and the Work of Andrew Wiles], Matema´ticas,
Ensen˜anza Universitaria 4 (1995), 173–174. A short notice on recent results by Andrew Wiles on Fermat’s
Last Theorem. (VA) #23.2.129
PERFECT, HAZEL. The Revd Thomas Penyngton Kirkman FRS (1806–1895): Schoolgirl Parades—but
Much More, Mathematical Spectrum 28 (1) (1995/1996), 1–6. A survey of Kirkman’s life and work, both
mathematical and nonmathematical. Opines that Steiner triples and Hamiltonian circuits should be
named after Kirkman since he studied them before Steiner and Hamilton. See #13.2.9. (PR)
#23.2.130
PICKERING, ANDREW. The Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency and Science. Chicago/London: Univ. of
Chicago Press, 1995, xiv 1 281 pp., hardbound $45, £35.95, paperbound $17.95, £14.25. The mangle
provides a view of science ‘‘as an evolving field of human and material agencies reciprocally engaged
in a play of resistance and accommodation in which the former seeks to capture the latter’’ (p. 23).
Among other examples is an analysis of William Rowan Hamilton and the problems giving rise to
quaternions, where the author concludes that Hamilton was primarily guided by the mathematics of
the problem ‘‘without much regard to or help from any a priori intuitions of the inner meanings of the
symbols he was manipulating’’ (p. 155). (ACL) #23.2.131
PLUMMER, MICHAEL D. Matching Theory—A Sampler: From De´nes Ko¨nig to the Present, pp. 177–219
in #23.2.4. A selection of topics in matching theory, an area of graph theory, from a 1912 paper of
Frobenius to works in the 1980s. Contributions by De´nes Ko¨nig are highlighted. (DEZ) #23.2.132
POLACHEK, HARRY. History of the Journal Mathematical Tables and Other Aids to Computation,
1959–1965, IEEE Annals of the History of Computing 17 (1995), 67–74. This journal, founded by
R. C. Archibald in 1943, was for a time the only journal dealing exclusively with computation and
computing devices. In the period 1959–1965 major changes in the journal took place, including a name
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